"The Book of the Dead," by Edwidge Danticat

The Book of the Dead, Chapter 1, is in Edwidge Danticat's The Dew Breaker.

Library Resources: (Login Required)


http://db03.linccweb.org/login?url=http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA285089660&v=2.1&u=lincclin_bwcc&it=r&p=AONE&sw=w&asid=f4d489530ae2aefd8d084fcb1472c2c5


http://db03.linccweb.org/login?url=http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA237305520&v=2.1&u=lincclin_bwcc&it=r&p=AONE&sw=w&asid=6000183d58adf0c95787b597f4e73b
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